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BEGINNER UNIT 2 (B1)



Activity group(s): 6 Number of exercises: 755



A Party (18 activity (ies) 01:49:04) Keywords [12 word(s)] to go (v.) great hair jacket to know (v.) to like (v.) to love (v.) pants phone to prefer (v.) shirt tall



Dialogue: Explore [1 exercises] 1



Hi Sam! Do you like the party? Yes, I like it a lot! This party is so fun! It's a wonderful party!



2



2 2 2



Me too!



3 3 3



The music at this party is great! Yes, I love dance music! I prefer Spanish music. African music is great!



3



Good. I'm glad.



Do you know David? No, I don't know David. Yes, the tall man with the red shirt? The man with the brown hair?
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4 4 4



Well, he isn't very tall. No, he has blond hair.
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4



We're in the same class. Is he from Germany? David is Spanish, right? Does he play basketball?



5



Great! Thanks. Thank you! Oh, OK.



7 7 7



Yes, that's him. Yes, that's him. No, he has a black hat.



8 8 8



Yes, sometimes. No, he doesn't play golf. Great! He does too!



9 9 9



Yes, it is.



10 10 10



Larry loves to read. Does he go to the movies? Is he a golf player? I love to cook.



9



6 6 6



My friend Larry is so funny! Oh, the man with the green jacket? The man with the blue pants? Do you mean the man with the orange hat?



8



Yes, he likes soccer. He loves it!



Do you have his phone number? Sure, it's 863-1025. Of course, it's 921-4713. No, I don't have it.



7



5 5 5



He loves American TV shows. Does he watch sports? Does he watch baseball? American TV is very funny.



6



No, he is French. No, he comes from France. Yes! He plays at school.



Do you like New York? It's a beautiful city. What an international city! Yes, but I don't like the subways.
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Me neither.
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10



Well, enjoy your night. Thanks and good night! Yes, have fun! Thank you, see you soon!



Bye! Good night!



Word Pronunciation [12 word(s)] to go great hair jacket to know to like to love pants phone to prefer shirt tall



Sentence Pronunciation [30 sentence(s)] Yes, I like it a lot! This party is so fun! It's a wonderful party! Yes, I love dance music! I prefer Spanish music. African music is great! No, I don't know David. Yes, the tall man with the red shirt? The man with the brown hair? Is he from Germany? David is Spanish, right? Does he play basketball? Does he watch sports? Does he watch baseball? American TV is very funny. Sure, it's 863-1025. Of course, it's 921-4713. No, I don't have it. Oh, the man with the green jacket? The man with the blue pants? Do you mean the man with the orange hat? Does he go to the movies? Is he a golf player? I love to cook. It's a beautiful city. What an international city! Yes, but I don't like the subways. Thanks and good night! Yes, have fun! Thank you, see you soon!
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Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [3 exercises] 1 green blue orange black



2 soccer golf basketball baseball



3 Germany France Spain United States



Dialogue: Expression [1 exercises] 1



Hi Sam! Do you like the party? Yes, I like it a lot! This party is so fun! It's a wonderful party!



2



Good. I'm glad.



2 2 2



Me too!



3 3 3



The music at this party is great! Yes, I love dance music! I prefer Spanish music. African music is great!
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3



Do you know David? No, I don't know David. Yes, the tall man with the red shirt? The man with the brown hair?



4



Yes, he likes soccer. He loves it!



6 6 6



Great! Thanks. Thank you! Oh, OK.



7 7 7



Yes, that's him. Yes, that's him. No, he has a black hat.



8 8 8



Yes, sometimes. No, he doesn't play golf. Great! He does too!



9 9 9



My friend Larry is so funny! Oh, the man with the green jacket? The man with the blue pants? Do you mean the man with the orange hat?



8



5 5 5



Do you have his phone number? Sure, it's 863-1025. Of course, it's 921-4713. No, I don't have it.



7



No, he is French. No, he comes from France. Yes! He plays at school.



He loves American TV shows. Does he watch sports? Does he watch baseball? American TV is very funny.



6



4 4 4



We're in the same class. Is he from Germany? David is Spanish, right? Does he play basketball?



5



Well, he isn't very tall. No, he has blond hair.



Larry loves to read. Does he go to the movies? Is he a golf player? I love to cook.
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9



Do you like New York? Yes, it is.



It's a beautiful city. What an international city! Yes, but I don't like the subways.



10



10 10 10



Me neither.



Well, enjoy your night. Thanks and good night! Yes, have fun! Thank you, see you soon!



Bye! Good night!



The Right Word with speech recognition [2 exercises] 1



My brother plays soccer, but I prefer to cook. movies TV shows



2



He watches Spanish TV shows. plays dances reads



Word Association [4 exercises] 1



Match the words from the dialogue with the related words on the right. TV music pants book



2



Match the words from the dialogue with the related words on the right. soccer red shirt



3



to watch to dance to wear to read



sport color clothing



Match the words from the dialogue with their synonyms on the right. 0 1 2 3 4
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zero one two three four
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4



Match the words from the dialogue with their synonyms on the right. 5 6 7 8 9



five six seven eight nine



Phonetics Exercise [6 phoneme(s)]



uw



soon you to



k



American cook basketball



i



green mean see



b



brown baseball but



n



know don't dance



Q



shirt Spanish international



Key grammar explanations [2 grammar point(s)] 1



Cardinal numbers
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2



Nationalities: capital letters
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Grammar Practice [4 exercises] 1



Write in full as in the example. Example: 1



one



7



seven Seven



3



three Three



4



four Four



8



eight Eight



2



two Two



6



six Six Cardinal numbers



2



Conjugate as in the example. Example: you (to read)



you read



we (to love)



we love



I (to play)



I play



it (to come)



it comes



she (to go)



she goes



they (to prefer)



they prefer



he (to watch)



he watches



The simple present
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3



Make the following sentences negative. Example: I like



I don't like



you are



you aren't you are not you're not



they cook



they don't cook they do not cook



she dances



she doesn't dance she does not dance



he reads



he doesn't read he does not read



it is



it isn't it is not it's not



we know



we don't know we do not know



The negative form



4



Write in full as in the example. Example: 13



thirteen



9



nine Nine



20



twenty Twenty



5



five Five



11



eleven Eleven



30



thirty Thirty



12



twelve Twelve Cardinal numbers
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Fill-in-the-Blanks [5 exercises] 1



I don't like to wear hats on my head. She wears blue pants . I like his green shirt . She has blond hair .



2



She plays baseball in the summer. I listen to Spanish music . We go to the movies . They like to watch TV .



3



Do they read American books? Does she listen to rock music? Do you play sports in the summer? Does he like to cook ?



4



I do not like African music. She does not watch a lot of movies. They don't know my phone number. He doesn't like to cook. The negative form



5



I play basketball in the winter. She plays golf in August. We go to the movies a lot. He goes to France in the summer. The simple present
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Sentence Practice [4 exercises] 1



Conjugate as in the example. Example: You (to watch) a lot of TV shows.



You watch a lot of TV shows.



Adam (to play) soccer in the summer.



Adam plays soccer in the summer.



She (to go) to the movies.



She goes to the movies.



They (to listen) to Spanish music.



They listen to Spanish music.



The simple present



2



Make the following sentences negative. Example: She is American.



She isn't American.



You are a golf player.



You aren't a golf player. You're not a golf player. You are not a golf player.



We have his phone number.



We don't have his phone number. We do not have his phone number.



I go to the movies in the summer.



I don't go to the movies in the summer. I do not go to the movies in the summer.



The negative form



3



Rewrite the following sentences as in the example. Example: (Do / Does) he play basketball in the winter?



Does he play basketball in the winter?



(Do / Does) they play baseball in Germany?



Do they play baseball in Germany?



(Do / Does) New York have subways?



Does New York have subways?



(Do / Does) she have your phone number?



Does she have your phone number?



The simple present
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Questions without interrogative words
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4



Reformulate as in the example. Example: She has a French shirt.



Does she have a French shirt?



They read German books.



Do they read German books?



He prefers to watch American movies.



Does he prefer to watch American movies?



You like Spanish music.



Do you like Spanish music?



Nationalities: capital letters



Dictation [6 exercises] 1



1 2 3 4 5



green blue orange black red



2



1 2 3 4 5



eight one five two four



3



1 2 3 4 5



seven three zero six nine



4



1 2 3 4 5 6



Spanish German French American British African Nationalities: capital letters
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5



1 2 3 4 5 6



I do not like books. They don't like movies. He does not like music. We do not like to play sports. She doesn't like soccer. You don't dance. The negative form



6



1 2 3 4 5 6



I watch TV shows. She watches movies. You play basketball. He plays golf. We like New York. They dance to Spanish music. The simple present



Word Order with speech recognition [3 exercises] 1



he does not he does not go



go to the movies to the movies



The negative form



2



does he play soccer in November? does he play soccer in November? Questions without interrogative words



3



she doesn't read books but watches TV shows. she doesn't read books but watches TV shows. The negative form
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Dialogue: Comprehension [1 exercises] 1



Hi Sam! Do you like the party? Yes, I like it a lot! It's a wonderful party! This party is so fun! Thank you, see you soon! I love to cook. Thanks and good night! Does he play basketball? What an international city!



2



I'm glad. Great! He does too! Bye! Yes! He plays at school.



Me too!



3 3



Yes, that's him. Yes, it is. Great! Thanks. No, he has a black hat.



Do you know David? Yes, the tall man with the red shirt? The man with the brown hair? No, I don't know David. What an international city! Thanks and good night! Sure, it's 863-1025. I love to cook. No, I don't have it.



4



2 2



The music at this party is great! Yes, I love dance music! I prefer Spanish music. African music is great! Oh, the man with the green jacket? What an international city! It's a beautiful city. Sure, it's 863-1025. Do you mean the man with the orange hat?



3



Good.



Well, he isn't very tall. No, he has blond hair.



4 4



Bye! Great! Thanks. Great! He does too! Oh, OK.



We're in the same class. Is he from Germany? David is Spanish, right? Does he play basketball? I love to cook. Yes, I like it a lot! It's a wonderful party! Thanks and good night! Yes, have fun!
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No, he is French. No, he comes from France. Yes! He plays at school. Great! He does too! Good. Bye! Good night!
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5 5 5



5



He loves American TV shows. American TV is very funny. Does he watch sports? Does he watch baseball? Yes, I love dance music! It's a beautiful city. It's a wonderful party! African music is great! Thank you, see you soon!



6



Do you have his phone number? Sure, it's 863-1025. Of course, it's 921-4713. No, I don't have it. Yes, I love dance music! Yes, have fun! Thanks and good night! Thank you, see you soon! Yes, the tall man with the red shirt?



7



Great! Thanks. Thank you! Oh, OK. Me too! Good night! Bye!



7 7 7



Well, he isn't very tall.



My friend Larry is so funny! Oh, the man with the green jacket? The man with the blue pants? Do you mean the man with the orange hat? David is Spanish, right? Thank you, see you soon! Yes, have fun! Yes, I love dance music! I prefer Spanish music.



8



6 Yes, he likes soccer. He loves it! Me too! Yes, it is.



Yes, that's him. Yes, that's him. No, he has a black hat. No, he comes from France.



8 8



Good night! Me too!



Larry loves to read. Does he go to the movies? Is he a golf player? I love to cook. American TV is very funny. No, I don't know David. David is Spanish, right? This party is so fun! Yes, I like it a lot!
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Yes, sometimes. No, he doesn't play golf. Great! He does too!



9 9



No, he comes from France. I'm glad. Good.
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9



Do you like New York? It's a beautiful city. What an international city! Yes, but I don't like the subways. Is he from Germany? Does he watch baseball? No, I don't know David. This party is so fun! American TV is very funny.



10



Yes, it is.



10



Me neither. No, he is French. He loves it! I'm glad.



Well, enjoy your night. Thanks and good night! Thank you, see you soon! Yes, have fun! No, I don't know David. The man with the brown hair? Oh, the man with the green jacket? No, I don't have it. Sure, it's 863-1025.



Bye! Good night! No, he has blond hair. Yes, that's him. Oh, OK. Great! Thanks.



Mystery Phrase [4 exercises] 1



You put it on your head. hat



2



A sport you play outside with a small white ball. golf



3



You watch shows on it. TV



4



Pop and rock. music



Brunch with a Friend (18 activity (ies) 01:53:34) Keywords [17 word(s)] bathroom bedroom chair to cook (v.) delicious dining room downstairs to drink (v.)
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to eat (v.) to enjoy (v.) favorite hungry kitchen living room meal table upstairs



Dialogue: Explore [1 exercises] 1



Hi Tracy! How are you? I have something for you! Hello Derek, welcome to my home! An apple pie, my favorite! Welcome, and thanks for the brownies!



2



3 3 3



Oh, OK. Thank you. All right.



4 4 4



Oh, you are making a fruit salad. Can I help you with something? Can you make some toast, please? Yes, can you help me with the chairs? No thanks, you can sit down on the sofa.



5



Yes, I am! Yes, please. Really?



I would like to wash my hands. Is the bathroom upstairs? There's one downstairs and one upstairs. Yes, by the bedroom. No, it's the yellow door by the living room.



4



2 2 2



It's a perfect day for brunch! Are you hungry? Would you like to drink something? Sunday brunch is a tradition!



3



Thank you! I know! They are my favorite!



Sure, no problem. Of course. Thank you.



5 5 5



Wow! And I eat a lot! You are a good host!



6 6 6



You have a big kitchen! It's also a dining room! And it has four large windows! It's practical because I cook a lot. We have a long table for dinner parties.
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6



Tracy, what does "brunch" mean? It's a combination of "breakfast" and "lunch." Breakfast and lunch in one meal. The "B-R-" comes from "breakfast"...



7



8 8 8



Yummy!



With cream cheese? Right away. Yes, of course.



9 9 9



No thanks, I'm full. I am enjoying them!



10 10 10



Are you eating a muffin? I'm eating some ham, would you like some? Yes, and are you enjoying your strawberries? No, I'm having an omelet.



10



Potatoes for breakfast?



[You are at the table.] Would you like some bacon with your eggs, Tracy? No, thank you, I would like a bagel, please. Please, and can you pass the orange juice? Thanks, and do you have any coffee?



9



7 7 7



Do you eat many different things for brunch? Yes, eggs, potatoes, French toast... Usually, we eat waffles and donuts. Today we are having pancakes.



8



And you have it in the morning. It's an American thing. ...and the "-U-N-C-H" from "lunch."



Thanks for the delicious brunch, Tracy. Goodbye! My pleasure. Bye! You are going the wrong way! Are you going home?



See you! Oops, it's the garage! Yes, have a good Sunday!



Word Pronunciation [17 word(s)] bathroom bedroom chair to cook delicious dining room downstairs to drink to eat to enjoy favorite
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hungry kitchen living room meal table upstairs



Sentence Pronunciation [30 sentence(s)] Hello Derek, welcome to my home! An apple pie, my favorite! Welcome, and thanks for the brownies! Are you hungry? Would you like to drink something? Sunday brunch is a tradition! There's one downstairs and one upstairs. Yes, by the bedroom. No, it's the yellow door by the living room. Can you make some toast, please? Yes, can you help me with the chairs? No thanks, you can sit down on the sofa. And it has four large windows! It's practical because I cook a lot. We have a long table for dinner parties. It's a combination of "breakfast" and "lunch." Breakfast and lunch in one meal. The "B-R-" comes from "breakfast"... Yes, eggs, potatoes, French toast... Usually, we eat waffles and donuts. Today we are having pancakes. No, thank you, I would like a bagel, please. Please, and can you pass the orange juice? Thanks, and do you have any coffee? I'm eating some ham, would you like some? Yes, and are you enjoying your strawberries? No, I'm having an omelet. My pleasure. Bye! You are going the wrong way! Are you going home?



Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [4 exercises] 1 a donut a muffin a fruit salad an apple pie a brownie
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2 a window a chair a sofa a table a door



3 egg bacon ham toast bagel



4 a kitchen a garage a dining room a bathroom a living room



Dialogue: Expression [1 exercises] 1



Hi Tracy! How are you? I have something for you! Hello Derek, welcome to my home! An apple pie, my favorite! Welcome, and thanks for the brownies!



2



Thank you! I know! They are my favorite!



2 2 2



Yes, I am! Yes, please. Really?



3 3 3



It's a perfect day for brunch! Are you hungry? Would you like to drink something? Sunday brunch is a tradition!
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3



I would like to wash my hands. Is the bathroom upstairs? There's one downstairs and one upstairs. Yes, by the bedroom. No, it's the yellow door by the living room.



4



Wow! And I eat a lot! You are a good host!



6 6 6



And you have it in the morning. It's an American thing. ...and the "-U-N-C-H" from "lunch."



7 7 7



Potatoes for breakfast?



8 8 8



Do you eat many different things for brunch? Yes, eggs, potatoes, French toast... Usually, we eat waffles and donuts. Today we are having pancakes.



8



5 5 5



Tracy, what does "brunch" mean? It's a combination of "breakfast" and "lunch." Breakfast and lunch in one meal. The "B-R-" comes from "breakfast"...



7



Sure, no problem. Of course. Thank you.



You have a big kitchen! It's also a dining room! And it has four large windows! It's practical because I cook a lot. We have a long table for dinner parties.



6



4 4 4



Oh, you are making a fruit salad. Can I help you with something? Can you make some toast, please? Yes, can you help me with the chairs? No thanks, you can sit down on the sofa.



5



Oh, OK. Thank you. All right.



Yummy!



[You are at the table.] Would you like some bacon with your eggs, Tracy? No, thank you, I would like a bagel, please. Please, and can you pass the orange juice? Thanks, and do you have any coffee?
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With cream cheese? Right away. Yes, of course.



9 9 9
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9



Are you eating a muffin? I'm eating some ham, would you like some? Yes, and are you enjoying your strawberries? No, I'm having an omelet.



10



No thanks, I'm full. I am enjoying them!



10 10 10



Thanks for the delicious brunch, Tracy. Goodbye! My pleasure. Bye! You are going the wrong way! Are you going home?



See you! Oops, it's the garage! Yes, have a good Sunday!



The Right Word with speech recognition [5 exercises] 1



The sofa is in the living room . kitchen bathroom bedroom



2



12 people can sit at the dining room table . chair sofa window



3



Brownies are my favorite dessert! Potatoes Omelets Bagels



4



Can I help you with the chairs? Am Does Is Questions without interrogative words



5



I would like to go upstairs. can have am 'Would like': expressing wishes
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Word Association [3 exercises] 1



Match the words from the dialogue with the related words on the right. to drink to eat to sit



2



Match the words from the dialogue with the related words on the right. strawberry lunch living room



3



coffee bagel chair



fruit meal room



Match the words from the dialogue with the related words on the right. kitchen bathroom dining room



to cook to wash to eat



Phonetics Exercise [6 phoneme(s)]



t



tradition downstairs toast sit table today



N



something living having hungry long wrong



¯



hungry brunch upstairs lunch Sunday



g



hungry eggs bagel going



tQ



brunch chairs lunch



E



bedroom breakfast French eggs strawberries
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Key grammar explanations [4 grammar point(s)] 1



The present continuous



2



The simple present and the present continuous
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3



'Some' - 'Any'



4



'Would like': expressing wishes
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Grammar Practice [3 exercises] 1



Reformulate as in the example. Example: I help



Can I help?



I read



Can I read?



You cook



Can you cook?



They eat



Can they eat?



It makes



Can it make?



She washes



Can she wash?



We go



Can we go?



Questions without interrogative words



2



Conjugate as in the example. Example: they (to go)



they're going



you (to wash)



you're washing you are washing



I (to make)



I'm making I am making



we (to help)



we're helping we are helping



it (to come)



it's coming it is coming



he (to sit)



he's sitting he is sitting



she (to drink)



she's drinking she is drinking



The present continuous
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3



Reformulate as in the example. Example: (an / some) orange juice



some orange juice



(a / some) sugar



some sugar



(an / some) egg



an egg



(a / some) cream cheese



some cream cheese



(a / some) bacon



some bacon



(a / some) pancake



a pancake



(an / some) omelet



an omelet



'Some' - 'Any'



The difference between 'a' and 'an'



Definite and indefinite articles



Fill-in-the-Blanks [5 exercises] 1



It's time for brunch ! I would like to eat some ham , please. I would like some orange juice too. Thank you for a delicious meal !



2



Can we help you? Yes, Chris can make the pancakes. Zoe can sit down and eat! And Dana can wash the dishes.



3



Joanna is cooking my favorite meal. The muffins look delicious ! Are you hungry ? No, I'm not hungry, I am full .



4



Usually, they eat in the kitchen. But today, they are eating in the dining room. In general, people have brunch on Sundays. They are having brunch now. The simple present and the present continuous
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5



Joyce is drinking some coffee. I only drink orange juice. Peter is cooking some potatoes. He cooks all the time! The simple present and the present continuous



Sentence Practice [4 exercises] 1



Reformulate as in the example. Example: I'm washing my hands.



I would like to wash my hands.



She's making brownies.



She would like to make brownies. She'd like to make brownies.



We are sitting down.



We would like to sit down. We'd like to sit down.



You're eating lunch.



You would like to eat lunch. You'd like to eat lunch.



'Would like': expressing wishes



2



Reformulate as in the example. Example: You help me.



You are helping me.



I eat apple pie.



I am eating apple pie. I'm eating apple pie.



He drinks coffee.



He is drinking coffee. He's drinking coffee.



They go home.



They are going home. They're going home.



The present continuous
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The simple present and the present continuous
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3



Reformulate as in the example. Example: You help me.



You are helping me.



We watch TV.



We are watching TV. We're watching TV.



They play baseball.



They are playing baseball. They're playing baseball.



Tracy reads a book.



Tracy is reading a book. Tracy's reading a book.



The present continuous



4



Rewrite the following sentences as in the example. Example: We would like (a / some) coffee.



We would like some coffee.



I would like (an / some) orange juice.



I would like some orange juice. I'd like some orange juice.



He would like (a / some) bagel.



He would like a bagel. He'd like a bagel.



She would like (a / some) strawberries.



She would like some strawberries. She'd like some strawberries.



'Some' - 'Any'



Definite and indefinite articles



Dictation [5 exercises] 1



1 2 3 4 5



lunch breakfast dinner brunch meal



2



1 2 3 4 5 6



to eat to drink to cook to enjoy to make to sit down
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3



1 2 3 4 5 6



orange juice French toast fruit salad apple pie cream cheese bacon and eggs



4



1 2 3 4 5 6



a brownie some coffee a donut some ham a muffin some fruit 'Some' - 'Any'



5



1 2 3 4 5 6



we sit we are sitting you help you are helping I enjoy I am enjoying The simple present and the present continuous



The present continuous



Word Order with speech recognition [5 exercises] 1



I love bagels with cream cheese. I love bagels with cream cheese.



2



is the kitchen upstairs is the kitchen upstairs or



3



we eat lunch in the dining we eat lunch in the dining room.



4



I would like some fruit salad I would like some fruit salad please



or downstairs? downstairs?



room.



please



'Would like': expressing wishes
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5



they are enjoying the dinner they are enjoying the dinner The present continuous



Dialogue: Comprehension [1 exercises] 1



Hi Tracy! How are you? I have something for you! Hello Derek, welcome to my home! An apple pie, my favorite! Welcome, and thanks for the brownies! And it has four large windows! My pleasure. Bye! Yes, can you help me with the chairs? Are you going home? It's a combination of "breakfast" and "lunch."



2



2 2 2



Yes, I am! Really? Yes, please. Yes, have a good Sunday!



3 3



It's a perfect day for brunch! Are you hungry? Sunday brunch is a tradition! Would you like to drink something? Are you going home? No, I'm having an omelet. My pleasure. Bye! Yes, and are you enjoying your strawberries? Thanks, and do you have any coffee?



3



Thank you! I know! They are my favorite! Wow! See you! Of course. Yes, have a good Sunday! And you have it in the morning.



See you! I am enjoying them! Yes, of course.



I would like to wash my hands. Is the bathroom upstairs? There's one downstairs and one upstairs. No, it's the yellow door by the living room. Yes, by the bedroom. Usually, we eat waffles and donuts. Breakfast and lunch in one meal. Today we are having pancakes. Yes, eggs, potatoes, French toast... Thanks, and do you have any coffee?
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Oh, OK. All right. Thank you.



4 4



It's an American thing. Yummy! Potatoes for breakfast? Yes, of course.
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4



Oh, you are making a fruit salad. Can I help you with something? Can you make some toast, please? Yes, can you help me with the chairs? No thanks, you can sit down on the sofa. An apple pie, my favorite! You are going the wrong way! Usually, we eat waffles and donuts. Yes, eggs, potatoes, French toast... Hello Derek, welcome to my home!



5



Potatoes for breakfast? Thank you!



And I eat a lot! Wow! You are a good host! I know!



6



Oops, it's the garage! Thank you! With cream cheese?



Tracy, what does "brunch" mean? It's a combination of "breakfast" and "lunch." Breakfast and lunch in one meal. The "B-R-" comes from "breakfast"... Hello Derek, welcome to my home! Welcome, and thanks for the brownies! No, it's the yellow door by the living room. Would you like to drink something? My pleasure. Bye!



7



5 5 5



You have a big kitchen! It's also a dining room! It's practical because I cook a lot. And it has four large windows! We have a long table for dinner parties. An apple pie, my favorite! No, I'm having an omelet. You are going the wrong way! Hello Derek, welcome to my home! No, thank you, I would like a bagel, please.



6



Sure, no problem. Of course. Thank you. I know! Oops, it's the garage!



And you have it in the morning. It's an American thing. ...and the "-U-N-C-H" from "lunch." Thank you! They are my favorite! All right. Yes, please. See you!



7 7 7



Potatoes for breakfast?



8 8



Do you eat many different things for brunch? Yes, eggs, potatoes, French toast... Usually, we eat waffles and donuts. Today we are having pancakes. No thanks, you can sit down on the sofa. Would you like to drink something? Are you going home? No, it's the yellow door by the living room. Yes, by the bedroom.
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Yummy! Thank you. Yes, please. Yes, have a good Sunday! All right. Thank you.
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8



[You are at the table.] Would you like some bacon with your eggs, Tracy? No, thank you, I would like a bagel, please. Please, and can you pass the orange juice? Thanks, and do you have any coffee? And it has four large windows! We have a long table for dinner parties. It's practical because I cook a lot. There's one downstairs and one upstairs. Can you make some toast, please?



9



9 9



I am enjoying them! No thanks, I'm full.



10



Are you eating a muffin? Yes, and are you enjoying your strawberries? I'm eating some ham, would you like some? No, I'm having an omelet. We have a long table for dinner parties. Yes, by the bedroom. It's a combination of "breakfast" and "lunch." No, it's the yellow door by the living room. Breakfast and lunch in one meal.



10



With cream cheese? Right away. Yes, of course. Wow! You are a good host! And I eat a lot! Oh, OK. Sure, no problem.



You are a good host! Thank you. And you have it in the morning. All right. It's an American thing.



Thanks for the delicious brunch, Tracy. Goodbye! My pleasure. Bye! You are going the wrong way! Are you going home? Hello Derek, welcome to my home! Yes, eggs, potatoes, French toast... Can you make some toast, please? It's practical because I cook a lot. There's one downstairs and one upstairs.



See you! Oops, it's the garage! Yes, have a good Sunday! Thank you! Potatoes for breakfast? Sure, no problem. And I eat a lot! Oh, OK.



Mystery Phrase [4 exercises] 1



Morning meal. breakfast



2



Synonym of "very good," for food. delicious



3



Opposite of "downstairs." upstairs
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4



You eat lunch and dinner in this room. dining room



Objects & Animals (19 activity (ies) 02:46:56) Keywords [18 word(s)] animal bird book cat desk dog fish insect key knife mug paper pen pencil scissors Scotch tape stapler wasp



Dialogue: Explore [1 exercises] 1



What is this? 2 3 3



It's a pencil. An eraser. A sheet of paper.



2



Where is it? 4 5 4



Next to a book. On my desk. Here!



3



And this? 4 5 4



It's a pen. This is a pencil sharpener. Scotch tape.
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4



Where are the scissors? 5 5 5



In the drawer. On the table. Under the shelf.



5



Do you have a ruler? Yes, I think so. Yes, I have a small one. No, I don't.



6



I need a stapler! Here's one. A stapler? Use the glue! I don't have a stapler.



7



7 6 8



8 8 8



Good idea!



Is it a big one? No, it's a small one. Yes, it's a big one. Look!



8



8 8 8



I need a comb. Do you have one? 9 9 9



No, but I have a brush. Yes, take it! I have two!



9



Are these your keys? 10 10 10



Yes, they are! They're my house keys! Only my car keys!
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10



Where's your car? In the garage. On the roof. In the street!



11



11 11 11



No, I don't.



12 13 13



Do you have a dog? Yes, I do! No, I don't. No, and you?



12



Ah, yes! That's impossible! Next to mine!



Where is it? It's outside. Inside. In its kennel!



13



Do you have a cat at home? I have three. Yes, I do! I don't like cats!



14



14 15 14



I do too!



Is this a mouse? No! It's a rat! I hope not! Isn't it a frog?



15



13 14 13



15 15 15



Yes, it is!



Do you like spiders? No! I don't! I hate spiders! They're all right!
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16 16 16



I love spiders!
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16



Here's a monkey! Where? A monkey? It's sweet!



17



18 18 18



You're right! I know! Of course not!



20 19 19



On your shoulder!



20 20 20



Look at the butterfly! Where is it? Oh yes! A nice yellow butterfly! The red and blue one?



20



Yes. Fine. That's enough! Yes, it is!



Do you know the difference between an ant and an aunt? An ant is an insect. My aunt is not an insect! My uncle is not married to an ant!



19



18 17 17



Name an insect: A wasp. A bee, a fly... Is a beetle an insect?



18



Behind you! Yes, a monkey!



Yes!



What's your favorite animal? My favorite animal is the giraffe. I like snakes and pigs. I have three: horses, dolphins and hedgehogs.



Oh? Really? I like rabbits and ducks.



Word Pronunciation [18 word(s)] animal bird book cat desk dog fish insect key knife mug paper
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pen pencil scissors Scotch tape stapler wasp



Sentence Pronunciation [60 sentence(s)] It's a pencil. An eraser. A sheet of paper. Next to a book. On my desk. Here! It's a pen. This is a pencil sharpener. Scotch tape. In the drawer. On the table. Under the shelf. Yes, I think so. Yes, I have a small one. No, I don't. Here's one. A stapler? Use the glue! I don't have a stapler. No, it's a small one. Yes, it's a big one. Look! No, but I have a brush. Yes, take it! I have two! Yes, they are! They're my house keys! Only my car keys! In the garage. On the roof. In the street! Yes, I do! No, I don't. No, and you? It's outside. Inside. In its kennel! I have three. Yes, I do! I don't like cats! No! It's a rat! I hope not! Isn't it a frog? No! I don't! I hate spiders! They're all right! Where? A monkey? It's sweet! A wasp.
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A bee, a fly... Is a beetle an insect? An ant is an insect. My aunt is not an insect! My uncle is not married to an ant! Where is it? Oh yes! A nice yellow butterfly! The red and blue one? My favorite animal is the giraffe. I like snakes and pigs. I have three: horses, dolphins and hedgehogs.



Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [13 exercises] 1 a pencil a fountain pen a ball-point pen a crayon a highlighter a lipstick



2 an eraser a pencil sharpener glue whiteout a ruler a bottle



3 scissors a compass a ruler a knife a fork a pen
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4 a stapler whiteout a ruler a pen a pencil a hole puncher



5 a comb hair a lipstick a mirror a brush



6 a dog a hyena a giraffe a hamster a gerbil a cat



7 a frog a rat a bird a mouse a snake a pigeon



8 a monkey a man a woman a gorilla an orangutan a chimpanzee
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9 a bee a cockroach a worm a spider a fly a mosquito



10 a butterfly a bee a caterpillar a fly a wasp a worm



11 a giraffe an elephant an orangutan a zebra a rhinoceros a tiger



12 a snake a lizard a toad a frog a spider a rat



13 a dolphin a shark a whale a fish a sea horse
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Dialogue: Expression [1 exercises] 1



What is this? It's a pencil. An eraser. A sheet of paper.



2



2 3 3



Where is it? Next to a book. On my desk. Here!



3



4 5 4



And this? It's a pen. This is a pencil sharpener. Scotch tape.



4



4 5 4



Where are the scissors? 5 5 5



In the drawer. On the table. Under the shelf.



5



Do you have a ruler? 7 6 8



Yes, I think so. Yes, I have a small one. No, I don't.



6



I need a stapler! Here's one. A stapler? Use the glue! I don't have a stapler.
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8 8 8



Good idea!
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7



Is it a big one? 8 8 8



No, it's a small one. Yes, it's a big one. Look!



8



I need a comb. Do you have one? No, but I have a brush. Yes, take it! I have two!



9



9 9 9



Are these your keys? Yes, they are! They're my house keys! Only my car keys!



10



Where's your car? In the garage. On the roof. In the street!



11



Ah, yes! That's impossible! Next to mine!



11 11 11



No, I don't.



12 13 13



Do you have a dog? Yes, I do! No, I don't. No, and you?



12



10 10 10



Where is it? 13 14 13



It's outside. Inside. In its kennel!
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13



Do you have a cat at home? I have three. Yes, I do! I don't like cats!



14



Is this a mouse? No! It's a rat! I hope not! Isn't it a frog?



15



16 16 16



I love spiders!



Behind you! Yes, a monkey!



18 17 17



Yes. Fine. That's enough! Yes, it is!



18 18 18



You're right! I know! Of course not!



20 19 19



Name an insect: A wasp. A bee, a fly... Is a beetle an insect?



18



Yes, it is!



Here's a monkey! Where? A monkey? It's sweet!



17



15 15 15



Do you like spiders? No! I don't! I hate spiders! They're all right!



16



14 15 14



I do too!



Do you know the difference between an ant and an aunt? An ant is an insect. My aunt is not an insect! My uncle is not married to an ant!
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19



Look at the butterfly! Where is it? Oh yes! A nice yellow butterfly! The red and blue one?



20



On your shoulder!



20 20 20



Yes!



What's your favorite animal? My favorite animal is the giraffe. I like snakes and pigs. I have three: horses, dolphins and hedgehogs.



Oh? Really? I like rabbits and ducks.



The Right Word with speech recognition [5 exercises] 1



An eraser is used to correct mistakes. sharpener Scotch tape anteater index



2



Favorite means you prefer this one over the other one. Hypocrite Sadness Objective Impartial Hung over



3



It's warmer inside than outside during the winter. during high tide downtown at the grocer's overland beside



4



Scissors can be used to cut hair. Calendars Sharpeners Grass mowers Wineglasses Erasers Nouns without singular forms



5



The garage is where you park your car. White House sewer living room space station
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Word Association [2 exercises] 1



Match the words from the dialogue with their antonyms on the right. rich true inside fast soft small



2



poor false outside slow hard big



Match the words from the dialogue with their antonyms on the right. favorite married empty slow nice talkative weak



hated single full fast mean quiet strong



Phonetics Exercise [9 phoneme(s)]



h



uw



here have house hope hedgehogs hate hot



glue do blue too



¯



but under monkey uncle butterfly



r



stapler very for rat where red person



A



sharpener are car garage hard smart



B



small all



D



the this they they're



Q



sharpener shelf brush sheet
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l



glue look fly only yellow boiling



Key grammar explanations [2 grammar point(s)] 1



Interrogative words
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2



Tags - Short answers
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Grammar Practice [1 exercises] 1



Make the following phrases plural. Example: man



men



watch



watches



potato



potatoes



woman



women



house



houses



box



boxes



bench



benches



The plural



Fill-in-the-Blanks [9 exercises] 1



Be careful! It's hot ! Are you rich? No, I'm poor . A nice yellow butterfly. My favorite animal is the giraffe.



2



Where are the scissors? Next to a book. Where's your car? In the garage. What is this? It's a pencil. Interrogative words



3



Prepositions of place



I need a comb. Do you have one ? What is this ? It's a pencil. Where is it ? On my desk. Good idea ! Yes, I think so . Use of the pronoun 'one'
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4



This is a pencil sharpener . Scotch tape. A stapler? Use the glue . Are these your scissors ? I need a comb. Do you have one? No, but I have a brush . Nouns without singular forms



5



Is your coffee cup full ? Yes, it's boiling hot ! I'm as old as you are. Do you know the difference between an ant and an aunt? Where's your car? In the street. Age



6



Prepositions of place



Is this a mouse? No, it's a rat. An ant is an insect. Look at the butterfly! Do you like spiders ? Demonstratives



7



Will you be home later? That sure is a pretty house . Is anyone at home? Which of those houses do you like? 'Home' - 'House'



8



Prepositions of place



My car is parked in the garage. There's a bird on the roof! You can call me at home later. The rug under your desk is lovely. The pen is between the pencil and the notebook. Prepositions of place
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9



Which ruler is mine? Where is the stapler? Why did you put it there? Whose tape is this? Interrogative words



'Which' - 'What'



Sentence Practice [6 exercises] 1



Answer the question as in the example. Example: Is the coffee hot? (yes)



Yes, it is.



Does the pen write? (yes)



Yes, it does. Yes it does.



Is it a blue one? (no)



No, it isn't. No it isn't. No, it is not. No it is not.



Do you have a ruler? (no)



No, I don't. No I don't. No, I do not. No, we don't. No we don't. No, we do not. No I do not. No we do not.



Tags - Short answers
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Subject pronouns



The negative form
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2



Answer the question as in the example. Example: Is the coffee hot? (yes) Are the scissors blue? (yes)



Yes, they are. Yes they are.



Does Aaron have a pencil? (no)



No, he doesn't. No he doesn't. No, he does not. No he does not.



Is the book long? (yes)



Yes, it is. Yes it is.



Tags - Short answers Subject pronouns



3



Yes, it is.



The verb 'to be'



Contraction of 'to be'



The negative form



Answer the question as in the example. Example: Is the coffee hot? (yes)



Yes, it is.



Do you like beetles? (no)



No, I don't. No I don't. No, I do not. No, we don't. No we don't. No, we do not. No I do not. No we do not.



Is that a monkey? (yes)



Yes, it is. Yes it is.



Can Katie ride a horse? (no)



No, she can't. No she can't. No, she cannot. No she cannot.



Tags - Short answers
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The negative form



Subject pronouns



Contraction of 'to be'
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4



Reformulate as in the example. Example: he (two cars)



He has two cars.



they (good weather)



They have good weather.



we (rich uncles)



We have rich uncles.



she (a nice dog)



She has a nice dog.



The verb 'to have'



5



Reformulate as in the example. Example: he (two cars)



He has two cars.



butterflies (wings)



Butterflies have wings.



dolphins (small eyes)



Dolphins have small eyes.



a monkey (strong arms)



A monkey has strong arms.



The verb 'to have'



6



Reformulate as in the example. Example: he (two cars)



He has two cars.



the house (a garage)



The house has a garage.



the cats (a mouse)



The cats have a mouse.



I (brown hair)



I have brown hair.



The verb 'to have'
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Dictation [4 exercises] 1



1 2 3 4 5



I need a pencil. Do you have one? Yes, look on my desk. Where is your desk? In my bedroom, next to the bathroom. I see it now. Use of the pronoun 'one'



2



1 2 3 4 5



Construction of compound nouns



Look, there's a blue butterfly on the chair! Yes, it's very nice. Look, behind you! What is it? It's a big, fat wasp! Contraction of 'to be'



Prepositions of place



3



1 2 3 4 5



We have a dog, a cat and two rabbits at home. They live in our backyard. The dog stays in the kennel. The cat likes the roof. The rabbits hate the dog.



4



1 2 3 4 5 6



Do you want to go to the movies? All right, what time is it? It's eight o'clock now. We have to go soon. Where's your car? It's outside in the street. Direct and indirect questions Contraction of 'to be'



'Hour' - 'Time' - 'O'clock'



Time



Adverbs of time



Word Order with speech recognition [9 exercises] 1



write your name on a piece write your name on a piece of paper



of



paper



'To write'



2



be careful not to be careful not to glue



3



a tarantula is a big, poisonous a tarantula is a big, poisonous spider
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glue your fingers your fingers together.



together.



spider
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4



monkeys monkeys



5



Dolphins swim in the sea and Dolphins swim in the sea and horses



6



if the pencil has no if the pencil has no lead,



live in trees and eat bananas. live in trees and eat bananas.



lead, use a



horses trot in the valley trot in the valley



use a pencil sharpener pencil sharpener



Negation of the indefinite article



7



while on vacation, you have to leave your dog while on vacation, you have to leave your dog in a kennel.



8



A wasp and a bee A wasp and a bee have



9



in general, books are in general, books are better



in



a



kennel.



have wings and stingers. wings and stingers.



better than their than their films



films.



Irregular comparatives



Dialogue: Comprehension [1 exercises] 1



What is this? It's a pencil. An eraser. A sheet of paper. Isn't it a frog? I don't have a stapler. Inside. I hope not! Yes, it is!
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2



Yes, it is!



Great!
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2



Where is it? Next to a book. On my desk. Here! A wasp. No, it's a small one. My aunt is not an insect! I'm the fastest! No, I don't.



3



I know! No! I am!



4



Good! Just like me!



Oh dear...



Where are the scissors? In the drawer. On the table. Under the shelf. I have three. Yes, it's boiling hot! Yes, they are! No, and you? No, it's bad.



5



Yes.



And this? It's a pen. This is a pencil sharpener. Scotch tape. Of course I am! I'm rich and I'm smart, too. I hope not! They're my house keys! No, I'm sad...



4



4 5 4



5 5 5



No, I don't.



Do you have a ruler? Yes, I think so. Yes, I have a small one. No, I don't. No, it's empty. They're my house keys! Yes, of course it's true! It's not very hot. An ant is an insect.
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7 6 8 I'll fill it then.



You're right!
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6



I need a stapler! Here's one. A stapler? Use the glue! I don't have a stapler. A sheet of paper. Next to a book. I'm the fastest! Of course I am! It's not very hot.



7



8 8 That's impossible! Oh? Just like me!



I need a comb. Do you have one? No, but I have a brush. Yes, take it! I have two! It's not very hot. No, it's easy. I like snakes and pigs. I'm very young. It's not good and it's not bad...



9



No! I am! Good!



Is it a big one? No, it's a small one. Yes, it's a big one. Look! On the roof. I'm as old as you are. No! It's cold! I'm rich and I'm smart, too. My favorite animal is the giraffe.



8



8 8 8



Good idea!



9 9 9



Oh? Really? I see.



Are these your keys? Yes, they are! They're my house keys! Only my car keys! No! I don't! A monkey? The red and blue one? Yes! It's full! I like snakes and pigs.
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10 10 10 Yes, a monkey! Yes! Oh? Really?
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10



Where's your car? In the garage. In the street! On the roof. Next to a book. I don't like cats! In the drawer. Where is it? Yes, it is!



11



On your shoulder! Great!



12 13 13



No, I don't. I see. Fine. That's enough! Yes. Yes!



Where is it? It's outside. Inside. In its kennel! It's half full. No, I don't. No! It's cold! Yes, I am! No, it's empty.



13



11 11



Do you have a dog? Yes, I do! No, I don't. No, and you? It's not good and it's not bad... A bee, a fly... A wasp. The red and blue one? It's not very hot.



12



Ah, yes! Next to mine! That's impossible!



13



Oh? I'll fill it then.



Do you have a cat at home? I have three. Yes, I do! I don't like cats! They're my house keys! Next to a book. My favorite animal is the giraffe. A monkey? Yes, I am!
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14 15 14



I do too!



Yes, a monkey!
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Is this a mouse? No! It's a rat! I hope not! Isn't it a frog? It's a pen. I don't have a stapler. Yes, I am old. On my desk. It's half full.



15



16 16 16



I love spiders!



Good idea!



Here's a monkey! Where? A monkey? It's sweet! This is a pencil sharpener. I'm rich and I'm smart, too. Well no. I'm weak! No, and you? A stapler? Use the glue!



17



Yes, it is!



Do you like spiders? No! I don't! I hate spiders! They're all right! Sometimes it's hard. Yes! It's full! No, but I have a brush. Inside. A stapler? Use the glue!



16



15 15



Behind you! Yes, a monkey!



18 17 17



Just like me! Get strong, then! No, I don't. Good idea!



Name an insect: A wasp. A bee, a fly... Is a beetle an insect? Yes! It's full! It's outside. Scotch tape. It's a pencil. Under the shelf.
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Yes. Fine. That's enough! Yes, it is!



18 18 18
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Do you know the difference between an ant and an aunt? An ant is an insect. My aunt is not an insect! My uncle is not married to an ant! Yes, of course it's true! I don't have a stapler. I don't like cats! Next to a book. Yes, it's boiling hot!



19



20 19 19



On your shoulder!



20 20



Look at the butterfly! Where is it? Oh yes! A nice yellow butterfly! The red and blue one? A sheet of paper. No, I don't. In its kennel! I hope not! It's a pen.



20



You're right! I know! Of course not!



Yes!



What's your favorite animal? My favorite animal is the giraffe. I like snakes and pigs. I have three: horses, dolphins and hedgehogs. Yes, it's hard for me. No, it's empty. On my desk. An eraser. Yes, it's a big one.



Oh? Really? I like rabbits and ducks. I'll fill it then.



Mystery Phrase [12 exercises] 1



Is used for drawing straight lines or for measuring. ruler



2



An adhesive substance. glue



3



A toothed instrument used especially for adjusting or cleaning hair. comb
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4



A shelter for a dog. kennel



5



A shelter for motor vehicles. garage



6



It spins a web to catch insects. spider



7



Not in front. behind



8



Insect which often has beautiful colors. butterfly



9



Tool used to hold papers together. stapler



10



The top of a house or building. roof



11



Insect that makes a buzzing sound and stings. bee



12



A reptile with no legs. snake



Video and Questions [1 exercises] It’s surprising what you can find at the end of your garden. Wild flowers... and even smaller yet, insects! Look! This caterpillar can’t even see his friend who’s hiding on the same leaf. His vision is very bad, no doubt, but finding glasses his size is very difficult! And did you see the praying mantis? Her camouflage is very effective. Nature has given her the best of defenses: invisibility. How annoying to be woken up by an impolite caterpillar! You’ll have to find another leaf to finish your nap. At the very beginning of his life, the caterpillar is yellow and black. He builds a cocoon, metamorphoses and becomes a handsome butterfly. He now has black and orange wings. Overnight he has become the symbol of good weather and everyone loves him. Which isn’t the case for the other creepy-crawlies! Don’t worry, this little black and white kitten in the basket isn’t the dish of the day. Listen to her purr. She’s looking at her 'doggy' friends and would like to play with them. What vitality! The brown dog must bring the stick back to his owner, but the black dog says it’s his. 'Give it to me! It’s mine!' It’s well known that only dogs would play and fight for a piece of wood. But some of our sports may seem just as bizarre to animals. Let’s change location! Let’s go on a safari! There, where the animals are still wild! In the savannah you can find the zebra. From the same family as the horse, he’s got black and white stripes. You’d think he’s wearing pajamas. Even at noon! Look! There are giraffes as well! They’ve got spots, however. With their long neck, they’re sometimes more than fifteen feet tall.
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They don’t need a ladder to eat the best leaves on the tree. But with a neck like theirs, you don’t want to get a sore throat in the winter! Far from the savannah this horse is running in his field. Like a car, a horse has four speeds. He walks, trots, gallops and bolts. It’s best not to be on his back when he does that. If not, you’ll find yourself in a rodeo. To help you get off, the horse bucks. The dolphin is admired by all children. He’s very talkative but not very understandable!



1



The zebra seems like it's wearing... Pajamas Jeans An evening dress



2



Caterpillars, no doubt... are almost blind. have excellent eyesight. have many friends.



3



A butterfly is an adult... caterpillar. beetle. praying mantis.



4



According to the text, what is the difference between a butterfly and other insects? Everybody likes butterflies. Only butterflies eat creepy-crawlies. Other insects bite.



5



The kitten in the photo is... sitting in a basket. waiting to be eaten. a stuffed animal.



6



According to the text, which of the following might you find in your garden? Butterflies Rabbits Daisies



7



According to the video, a praying mantis... can hide well. has no effective defenses. is more powerful than a caterpillar.
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8



What was the praying mantis doing when the caterpillar passed by? sleeping eating hunting



9



The dogs are playing... 'fetch the stick'. with the kitten. frisbee.



10



How long does it take for the caterpillar to turn into a beautiful butterfly? A short time A long time Two years Four nights A week



Adjectives (18 activity (ies) 01:34:29) Keywords [17 word(s)] bad cold easy empty fast full good happy hard hot new nice right sad slow warm wrong



Dialogue: Explore [1 exercises] 1



Are you happy? Yes, I am! Of course I am! No, I'm sad...
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2 3 2



Good! Oh dear...
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2



Is the weather good? No, it's bad. Yes, it is! It's not good and it's not bad...



3



5 4 4



I'll fill it then.



5 8 5



Do you work fast? When I want to... No, I'm a slow person. I'm the fastest!



6



You think I'm stupid? Well, I'm not! Get strong, then! I see that!



Is your coffee cup full? No, it's empty. Yes! It's full! It's half full.



5



3 3 3



Are you very strong? What a question! Well no. I'm weak! No, but I'm nice!



4



Great! I see.



6 7 6



No! I am!



You're not old, are you? 7 7 7



Yes, I am old. I'm very young. I'm as old as you are.



7



Is this hard? 10 9 10



Yes, it's hard for me. No, it's easy. Sometimes it's hard.
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8



Be careful! It's hot! Yes, it's boiling hot! No! It's cold! It's not very hot.



9



10 10 10



Oh?



Is this true? Yes, of course it's true! No, false. Wrong!



10



10 10 10



Are you rich? I'm rich and I'm smart, too. I'm poor! I'm not going to tell you!



Just like me! You'll get rich! Bye! All right! Bye then!



Word Pronunciation [17 word(s)] bad cold easy empty fast full good happy hard hot new nice right sad slow warm wrong



Sentence Pronunciation [30 sentence(s)] Yes, I am! Of course I am! No, I'm sad... No, it's bad. Yes, it is! It's not good and it's not bad... What a question! Well no. I'm weak! No, but I'm nice!
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No, it's empty. Yes! It's full! It's half full. When I want to... No, I'm a slow person. I'm the fastest! Yes, I am old. I'm very young. I'm as old as you are. Yes, it's hard for me. No, it's easy. Sometimes it's hard. Yes, it's boiling hot! No! It's cold! It's not very hot. Yes, of course it's true! No, false. Wrong! I'm rich and I'm smart, too. I'm poor! I'm not going to tell you!



Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [1 exercises] 1 a cup a glass a mug a wineglass a beer-mug a coffeepot



Dialogue: Expression [1 exercises] 1



Are you happy? Yes, I am! Of course I am! No, I'm sad...



2



Good! Oh dear...



2 3 2



Great! I see.



3 3 3



Is the weather good? No, it's bad. Yes, it is! It's not good and it's not bad...
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3



Are you very strong? What a question! Well no. I'm weak! No, but I'm nice!



4



I'll fill it then.



5 8 5



Do you work fast? When I want to... No, I'm a slow person. I'm the fastest!



6



5 4 4



Is your coffee cup full? No, it's empty. Yes! It's full! It's half full.



5



You think I'm stupid? Well, I'm not! Get strong, then! I see that!



6 7 6



No! I am!



You're not old, are you? 7 7 7



Yes, I am old. I'm very young. I'm as old as you are.



7



Is this hard? 10 9 10



Yes, it's hard for me. No, it's easy. Sometimes it's hard.



8



Be careful! It's hot! Yes, it's boiling hot! No! It's cold! It's not very hot.
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10 10 10



Oh?
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9



Is this true? 10 10 10



Yes, of course it's true! No, false. Wrong!



10



Are you rich? I'm rich and I'm smart, too. I'm poor! I'm not going to tell you!



Just like me! You'll get rich! Bye! All right! Bye then!



The Right Word with speech recognition [1 exercises] 1



Boiling water is extremely hot. Ocean Lukewarm Medium heat Well-done Placing the adjective



Word Association [2 exercises] 1



Match the words from the dialogue with their antonyms on the right. happy good full big hot wrong



2



sad bad empty small cold right



Match the words from the dialogue with their antonyms on the right. one impossible poor young small knowing smart



many possible rich old big ignorant stupid



Phonetics Exercise [3 phoneme(s)]



U



full book look good poor
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j



you yes use yellow young







cats rat am sad bad as fastest ant



Key grammar explanations [3 grammar point(s)] 1



Prepositions of place



2



Comparing equals



3



Exclamations with 'what a'
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Grammar Practice [1 exercises] 1



Make the following phrases plural. Example: man



men



ruler



rulers



cup



cups



pencil



pencils



butterfly



butterflies



snake



snakes



brush



brushes



The plural



Fill-in-the-Blanks [2 exercises] 1



Do you work fast ? I'm the fastest ! Is your coffee cup empty ? Yes, of course it's true ! Is the weather good ? Regular superlatives



2



Absolute superlative



Be careful ! It's hot! Do you have a cat at home ? Are you very strong? You're not old, are you? 'Home' - 'House'
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Absolute superlative



The negative form
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Sentence Practice [9 exercises] 1



Modify to express comparative equality. Example: George and Al are rich.



George is as rich as Al.



Marie-Jo and Marion are fast.



Marie-Jo is as fast as Marion. Marion is as fast as Marie-Jo. Marie-Jo's as fast as Marion. Marion's as fast as Marie-Jo. Marie-Jo is as fast as Marion is. Marion is as fast as Marie-Jo is. Marie-Jo's as fast as Marion is. Marion's as fast as Marie-Jo is.



Mark and Sammy are strong.



Mark is as strong as Sammy. Sammy is as strong as Mark. Mark's as strong as Sammy. Sammy's as strong as Mark. Mark is as strong as Sammy is. Sammy is as strong as Mark is. Mark's as strong as Sammy is. Sammy's as strong as Mark is.



Orel and Tony are smart.



Orel is as smart as Tony. Tony is as smart as Orel. Orel's as smart as Tony. Tony's as smart as Orel. Orel is as smart as Tony is. Tony is as smart as Orel is. Orel's as smart as Tony is. Tony's as smart as Orel is.



The verb 'to be'



Comparing equals
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2



Modify to express comparative equality. Example: George and Al are rich.



George is as rich as Al.



Alison and Alexander are young.



Alison is as young as Alexander. Alexander is as young as Alison. Alison's as young as Alexander. Alexander's as young as Alison. Alison is as young as Alexander is. Alexander is as young as Alison is. Alison's as young as Alexander is. Alexander's as young as Alison is.



You and I are old.



You are as old as me. You are as old as I. I am as old as you. You're as old as me. You're as old as I. I'm as old as you. You are as old as I am. I am as old as you are. You're as old as I am. I'm as old as you are.



The coffee and the tea are hot.



The coffee is as hot as the tea. The tea is as hot as the coffee. The coffee's as hot as the tea. The tea's as hot as the coffee. The coffee is as hot as the tea is. The tea is as hot as the coffee is. The coffee's as hot as the tea is. The tea's as hot as the coffee is.



The verb 'to be'



Comparing equals
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3



Modify to express comparative equality. Example: George and Al are rich. He and I run fast.



He runs as fast as me. He runs as fast as I. I run as fast as him. I run as fast as he. He runs as fast as I run. He runs as fast as I do. I run as fast as he runs. I run as fast as he does.



The truck and the car go slowly.



The truck goes as slowly as the car. The car goes as slowly as the truck. The truck goes as slowly as the car goes. The truck goes as slowly as the car does. The car goes as slowly as the truck goes. The car goes as slowly as the truck does.



The monkey and the giraffe think hard.



The monkey thinks as hard as the giraffe. The giraffe thinks as hard as the monkey. The monkey thinks as hard as the giraffe thinks. The monkey thinks as hard as the giraffe does. The giraffe thinks as hard as the monkey thinks. The giraffe thinks as hard as the monkey does.



Comparing equals



4



George is as rich as Al.



Object pronouns



Make the following sentences plural. Example: What a tall man!



What tall men!



What a fast truck!



What fast trucks!



What an old car!



What old cars!



What a small horse!



What small horses!



Exclamations with 'what a'
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The plural
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5



Make the following sentences plural. Example: What a tall man! What a big garage!



What big garages!



What a short street!



What short streets!



What a sweet monkey!



What sweet monkeys!



Exclamations with 'what a'



6



What tall men!



The plural



Make the following sentences plural. Example: What a tall man! What a big wasp!



What big wasps!



What a yellow bee!



What yellow bees!



What a pretty cat!



What pretty cats!



Exclamations with 'what a'



7



What tall men!



The plural



Make the following sentences singular. Example: What tall men!



What a tall man!



What nice monkeys!



What a nice monkey!



What good dogs!



What a good dog!



What sweet cats!



What a sweet cat!



Exclamations with 'what a'
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The difference between 'a' and 'an'
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8



Make the following sentences singular. Example: What tall men! What happy pigs!



What a happy pig!



What long snakes!



What a long snake!



What pretty animals!



What a pretty animal!



Exclamations with 'what a'



9



What a tall man!



Definite and indefinite articles



The difference between 'a' and 'an'



Make the following sentences singular. Example: What tall men!



What a tall man!



What fast cars!



What a fast car!



What old houses!



What an old house!



What good questions!



What a good question!



Exclamations with 'what a'



Definite and indefinite articles



The difference between 'a' and 'an'



Dictation [1 exercises] 1



1 2 3 4 5



Do you want a cup of coffee? Yes, but not weak. And don't fill up the cup. Is it too hot? Hot? It's boiling! Direct and indirect questions



'Too' - 'Too much'



Word Order with speech recognition [6 exercises] 1



if you say the glass is if you say the glass is half full,



2



going to the beach is best going to the beach is best in good
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half full, you are you are an optimist



in good weather



an



optimist



weather.
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3



Droopy always says, "You know what? I'm Droopy always says, You know what? I'm happy.



happy."



Adverbs of time



4



young people think they are right all young people think they are right all the time



5



The cheetah The cheetah



is the fastest animal in the is the fastest animal in the world



the



time.



world



Regular superlatives



6



it's not easy to tell the difference between right it's not easy to tell the difference between right and wrong



and



wrong.



The negative form



Dialogue: Comprehension [1 exercises] 1



Are you happy? Yes, I am! Of course I am! No, I'm sad... A wasp. I don't like cats! Scotch tape. Yes, I do! I don't have a stapler.



2



2 3



Good! Oh dear... Yes.



I do too!



Is the weather good? No, it's bad. Yes, it is! It's not good and it's not bad... Yes, it's hard for me. No, I'm a slow person. I'm as old as you are. Inside. It's a pencil.
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Great! I see.
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3



Are you very strong? What a question! Well no. I'm weak! No, but I'm nice! I hate spiders! The red and blue one? In its kennel! Yes, it's boiling hot! Sometimes it's hard.



4



8 I'll fill it then. Next to mine! Fine. That's enough! Yes! That's impossible!



Do you work fast? When I want to... No, I'm a slow person. I'm the fastest! In the street! A bee, a fly... It's a pen. Oh yes! A nice yellow butterfly! It's outside.



6



5 4 4



Is your coffee cup full? Yes! It's full! No, it's empty. It's half full. In the street! A bee, a fly... The red and blue one? On the roof. No, I don't.



5



You think I'm stupid? Well, I'm not! Get strong, then! I see that! I love spiders! Yes!



6 7 6



No! I am! Next to mine! Fine. That's enough!



You're not old, are you? Yes, I am old. I'm very young. I'm as old as you are. It's outside. Yes, I have a small one. My favorite animal is the giraffe. Yes, it is! My uncle is not married to an ant!
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Great! Of course not!
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7



Is this hard? Yes, it's hard for me. No, it's easy. Sometimes it's hard. It's a pencil. A wasp. Yes, I am! I don't like cats! It's half full.



8



10 10 10



Oh?



That's impossible!



Is this true? Yes, of course it's true! No, false. Wrong! When I want to... Under the shelf. A wasp. No, I'm sad... No, but I have a brush.



10



Yes.



Be careful! It's hot! Yes, it's boiling hot! No! It's cold! It's not very hot. On the table. Yes, I do! I don't like cats! Here's one. On the roof.



9



10 9 10



10 10



Yes. Oh dear...



Are you rich? I'm rich and I'm smart, too. I'm poor! I'm not going to tell you! No, I don't. In the street! It's sweet! I have three. In its kennel!
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Just like me! You'll get rich! Bye! All right! Bye then! Next to mine!
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Mystery Phrase [7 exercises] 1



Intelligent. smart



2



An interrogative statement. question



3



Opposite of happy. sad



4



Having a lot of money. rich



5



Containing nothing. empty



6



Lacking intelligence. stupid



7



Container often used to drink coffee or tea. cup



Coming to America (19 activity (ies) 02:20:35) Keywords [15 word(s)] to arrive (v.) to ask (v.) country English exchange student family name first name foreign have a nice day hi language last name nationality nice to meet you to stay (v.)
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Dialogue: Explore [1 exercises] 1



You are on an exchange program between America and France. You arrive at JFK International Airport in New York. You hear: "Good morning!" Hello. Excuse me? Good afternoon!



2



4 5 5



Nice to meet you too! So am I! I am Mr. Timson!



5 5 5



My pleasure!



7 6 6



Let me help you. Give me one of your bags. Thank you! No, it's all right. They're very light.



6



I'm just fine!



I'm Mr. Timson. Nice to meet you! I'm happy to see you! What did you say?



5



4 3 4



Good! I was waiting for you!



How are you? Fine, thanks. Great, and you? I'm a bit tired, but I'm all right.



4



2 2 2



Are you François? That's right. Yes, I am. Yes. Hello!



3



I said: "Good morning!" Say "Good MORNING", it's morning now!



Are you sure? Oh, yes. This one is heavy! If you insist...
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Lots of English books, huh? Yes, let me take this suitcase.
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7 7 7



7



This is the car. Let me open the door for you. Can I put this in the trunk? That's a nice car! I can't get in!



8



11 11 11



Not too lonely, I hope!



11 11 11



That makes a big family! So do I!



I'm not sure I have the right spelling of your last name. It's L, A, N, G. I'll write it down for you. What's "last name"?



12



13 13 13



Do you have any children? No, and I'm not married. Yes, I have five. But they're not all mine! I have one son and one daughter.



11



Yes, I know that! You'll learn quickly!



You didn't say in your letter: do you have any brothers or sisters? Yes, I have 3 sisters. No, I'm an only child. I just have a twin brother.



10



8 8 8



Now, tell me about yourself! What would you like to know? I'm French. I don't speak English very well...



9



Sure! It's a French car! Oh no, the door is jammed again!



Right. You have to pronounce it the French way too! Last name means your family name.



12 12



Nice country! Then you must also speak German. Oh!



14 14 14



12



Have you always lived in France? Yes, I have. No, I lived in Germany for five years. Yes, but not always in the same town.
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13



You're nineteen, aren't you? Yes, I turned nineteen last week! No, I'm thirty-one! I'll be nineteen next month.



14



Well, you'll meet lots of Americans here! That's nice! I'm looking forward to that! I hope they understand French!



15



9 10 9



You're still young!



Don't worry! Everything will be all right!



This is the house. Welcome to America! It looks nice! Which house is it? It's just like mine!



I'm glad you like it! This one on the right. Really?



Word Pronunciation [15 word(s)] to arrive to ask country English exchange student family name first name foreign have a nice day hi language last name nationality nice to meet you to stay



Sentence Pronunciation [45 sentence(s)] Hello. Excuse me? Good afternoon! That's right. Yes, I am. Yes. Hello! Fine, thanks. Great, and you? I'm a bit tired, but I'm all right. Nice to meet you!
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15 15 15



I'm happy to see you! What did you say? Thank you! No, it's all right. They're very light. Oh, yes. This one is heavy! If you insist... Can I put this in the trunk? That's a nice car! I can't get in! What would you like to know? I'm French. I don't speak English very well... Yes, I have 3 sisters. No, I'm an only child. I just have a twin brother. No, and I'm not married. Yes, I have five. But they're not all mine! I have one son and one daughter. It's L, A, N, G. I'll write it down for you. What's "last name"? Yes, I have. No, I lived in Germany for five years. Yes, but not always in the same town. Yes, I turned nineteen last week! No, I'm thirty-one! I'll be nineteen next month. That's nice! I'm looking forward to that! I hope they understand French! It looks nice! Which house is it? It's just like mine!



Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [9 exercises] 1 a bag a shopping cart a wallet a purse a briefcase a suitcase
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2 a suitcase a wallet a purse a bag a back pack



3 a car a truck a train a plane a jet a motorcycle



4 a train station an airport a bus terminal a waiting room a taxi-stand a parking lot



5 a town a village countryside a beach a suburb mountains



6 France Germany Italy Spain Greece Switzerland
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7 a door a window a steering wheel a cell phone a man a seat



8 a letter a book a leaflet a newspaper a magazine



9 a trunk a window a rearview mirror a license plate a wheel a driveway



Dialogue: Expression [1 exercises] 1



You are on an exchange program between America and France. You arrive at JFK International Airport in New York. You hear: "Good morning!" Hello. Excuse me? Good afternoon!



2



I said: "Good morning!" Say "Good MORNING", it's morning now!



2 2 2



Are you François? That's right. Yes, I am. Yes. Hello!
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4 3 4



Good! I was waiting for you!
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3



How are you? Fine, thanks. Great, and you? I'm a bit tired, but I'm all right.



4



My pleasure!



7 6 6



Lots of English books, huh? Yes, let me take this suitcase.



7 7 7



Sure! It's a French car! Oh no, the door is jammed again!



8 8 8



Yes, I know that! You'll learn quickly!



13 13 13



This is the car. Let me open the door for you. Can I put this in the trunk? That's a nice car! I can't get in!



8



5 5 5



Are you sure? Oh, yes. This one is heavy! If you insist...



7



Nice to meet you too! So am I! I am Mr. Timson!



Let me help you. Give me one of your bags. Thank you! No, it's all right. They're very light.



6



4 5 5



I'm Mr. Timson. Nice to meet you! I'm happy to see you! What did you say?



5



I'm just fine!



Now, tell me about yourself! What would you like to know? I'm French. I don't speak English very well...
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9



You didn't say in your letter: do you have any brothers or sisters? Yes, I have 3 sisters. No, I'm an only child. I just have a twin brother.



10



Do you have any children? No, and I'm not married. Yes, I have five. But they're not all mine! I have one son and one daughter.



11



What's "last name"?



12 12



Nice country! Then you must also speak German. Oh!



14 14 14



You're still young!



9 10 9



12



You're nineteen, aren't you? Yes, I turned nineteen last week! No, I'm thirty-one! I'll be nineteen next month.



14



Right. You have to pronounce it the French way too! Last name means your family name.



Have you always lived in France? Yes, I have. No, I lived in Germany for five years. Yes, but not always in the same town.



13



11 11 11



That makes a big family! So do I!



I'm not sure I have the right spelling of your last name. It's L, A, N, G. I'll write it down for you.



12



11 11 11



Not too lonely, I hope!



Well, you'll meet lots of Americans here! That's nice! I'm looking forward to that! I hope they understand French!
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15 15 15



15



This is the house. Welcome to America! I'm glad you like it! This one on the right. Really?



It looks nice! Which house is it? It's just like mine!



The Right Word with speech recognition [5 exercises] 1



The door is jammed , would you push it hard, please? locked giving birth toasted



2



An only child is one that doesn't have siblings. English happy crying lonely Placing the adjective



3



Your first name is your given name at birth. family name home game acronym



4



When you turn eighteen , you can vote. pigs fly run for President hear angels singing



5



Your last name is your family name. funky town ancestral pride palindrome company's name



Word Association [2 exercises] 1



Match the words from the dialogue with their antonyms on the right. evening me brother son she friend pleasure
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2



Match the words from the dialogue with their synonyms on the right. fine tired nice right glad poor mistaken



well exhausted friendly correct happy penniless wrong



Phonetics Exercise [7 phoneme(s)]



aw



how



down town house



O



thank thanks thirty-one think with



D



that's that the they they're brother



t



to right afternoon Timson's talk it



ow



hello oh only hope so also



k



trunk car can't like looking mistaken



aj



nice fine five write hi nineteen



Key grammar explanations [2 grammar point(s)] 1



Age
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Reflexive pronouns



Grammar Practice [2 exercises] 1



Reformulate as in the example. Example: from Spain



Spanish



from Germany



German



from Mexico



Mexican



from Senegal



Senegalese



from Vietnam



Vietnamese



from Ireland



Irish



from Russia



Russian



Nationalities: capital letters
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2



Reformulate as in the example. Example: from Spain



Spanish



from Haiti



Haitian



from China



Chinese



from Algeria



Algerian



from Canada



Canadian



from Greece



Greek Grecian



from Peru



Peruvian



Nationalities: capital letters



Fill-in-the-Blanks [4 exercises] 1



You are on an exchange program between America and France. You arrive at JFK International Airport in New York. You hear: 'Good morning!' 'Here you are. This is the car. Let me open the door for you.' 'Can I put this in the trunk?' ' Sure !' Prepositions of place



2



Nice to meet you! Now, tell me about yourself! What would you like to know ? You didn't say in your letter: do you have any brothers or sisters? Have you always lived in France? No, I lived in Germany for five years. Then you must also speak German. 'Would like': expressing wishes



3



Modal auxiliaries



Well, you'll meet lots of Americans here! This is the house . Welcome to America! That evening , you are invited to a cocktail party . Someone comes to you and says: 'Meet Samuel!' Do I know you? Yes, I think we met this morning . 'Home' - 'House'
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Let me help you. If you insist ! Give me one of your bags. Let me take this suitcase. I can't get in the car! Transitive and intransitive verbs



Sentence Practice [9 exercises] 1



Conjugate as in the example. Example: He (to enjoy).



He enjoys himself.



They (to enjoy).



They enjoy themselves.



We (to enjoy).



We enjoy ourselves.



Dwight (to enjoy).



Dwight enjoys himself.



Reflexive pronouns



2



Conjugate as in the example. Example: He (to enjoy).



He enjoys himself.



Mr. Timson (to burn).



Mr. Timson burns himself.



My sister (to defend).



My sister defends herself.



I (to protect).



I protect myself.



Reflexive pronouns
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Conjugate as in the example. Example: He (to enjoy).



He enjoys himself.



You (to fool).



You fool yourself. You fool yourselves.



I (to repeat).



I repeat myself.



The bird (to hurt).



The bird hurts itself.



Reflexive pronouns
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Answer the question as in the example. Example: How old is Mrs. Lang? (46)



Mrs. Lang is forty-six years old.



How old is Mr. Timson? (43)



Mr. Timson is forty-three years old. Mr. Timson is forty-three. Mr. Timson's forty-three years old. Mr. Timson's forty-three. Mr. Timson's 43. Mr. Timson's 43 years old. Mr. Timson is 43. Mr. Timson is 43 years old.



How old is Samuel? (31)



Samuel is thirty-one years old. Samuel is thirty-one. Samuel's thirty-one years old. Samuel's thirty-one. Samuel's 31. Samuel's 31 years old. Samuel is 31. Samuel is 31 years old.



How old are you? (40)



I am forty years old. I am forty. I'm forty years old. I'm forty. We are forty years old. We are forty. We're forty years old. We're forty. We're 40. We're 40 years old. We are 40. We are 40 years old. I'm 40. I'm 40 years old. I am 40. I am 40 years old.



The verb 'to be'



Contraction of 'to be'
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Answer the question as in the example. Example: How old is Mrs. Lang? (46)



Mrs. Lang is forty-six years old.



How old are the twins? (24)



The twins are twenty-four years old. The twins are 24 years old. The twins are twenty-four. The twins are 24.



How old is the Cadillac? (12)



The Cadillac is twelve years old. The Cadillac is 12 years old. The Cadillac's 12 years old. The Cadillac's twelve years old.



How old is the baby? (2)



The baby is two years old. The baby is 2 years old. The baby is two. The baby is 2. The baby's two years old. The baby's 2 years old. The baby's two. The baby's 2.



The verb 'to be'



Contraction of 'to be'
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Answer the question as in the example. Example: How old is Mrs. Lang? (46)



Mrs. Lang is forty-six years old.



How old are Jenny and Vivian? (20)



Jenny and Vivian are twenty years old. Jenny and Vivian are 20 years old. Jenny and Vivian are twenty. Jenny and Vivian are 20.



How old is this house? (139)



This house is one hundred thirty-nine years old. This house is 139 years old. This house is a hundred thirty-nine years old. This house is a hundred and thirty-nine years old. This house is one hundred and thirty-nine years old.



How old am I? (29)



You are twenty-nine years old. You are 29 years old. You are twenty-nine. You are 29. I am twenty-nine years old. I am 29 years old. I am twenty-nine. I am 29. You're twenty-nine years old. You're 29 years old. You're twenty-nine. You're 29. I'm twenty-nine years old. I'm 29 years old. I'm twenty-nine. I'm 29.



The verb 'to be'



Contraction of 'to be'
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Demonstratives
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Reformulate as in the example. Example: The car belongs to Vivian.



It's her car.



The bag belongs to me.



It's my bag. It is my bag. It's your bag. It is your bag.



The book belongs to you.



It's your book. It is your book. It's my book. It is my book. It's our book. It is our book.



The suitcase belongs to them.



It's their suitcase. It is their suitcase.



Possessive adjectives



8



Reformulate as in the example. Example: The car belongs to Vivian.



It's her car.



The name belongs to Luther.



It's his name. It is his name.



The cocktail belongs to Steve.



It's his cocktail. It is his cocktail.



The Buick belongs to Tim.



It's his Buick. It is his Buick.



Possessive adjectives
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Reformulate as in the example. Example: The car belongs to Vivian.



It's her car.



The house belongs to us.



It's our house. It is our house. It's your house. It is your house.



The coffee belongs to you.



It's your coffee. It is your coffee. It's my coffee. It is my coffee. It's our coffee. It is our coffee.



The books belong to her.



They're her books. They are her books.



Possessive adjectives



Dictation [3 exercises] 1



1 2 3 4 5



Good morning, how are you? Are you Mrs. Timson? Yes, nice to meet you! Nice to meet you too. Let's go to the car. Direct and indirect questions



2



1 2 3 4 5



1 2 3 4 5



The affirmative imperative



By the way, what's your last name? My last name is Smith. Do you speak another language? Just a little Spanish and Italian. That's nice, I wish I could too. Direct and indirect questions



3



'Also' - 'As well' - 'Too'



Nationalities: capital letters



'Also' - 'As well' - 'Too'



Hello, how are you? Sorry, I don't recognize you. We met at the party yesterday evening. I remember, how's everything? Just fine! Construction of the preterite
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Word Order with speech recognition [4 exercises] 1



international airports have flights from all over the international airports have flights from all over the world.



2



he began name-dropping in order to impress he began name-dropping in order to impress us.



3



The Statue of Liberty welcomes all immigrants The Statue of Liberty welcomes all immigrants



4



tell me about yourself: what tell me about yourself: what sign



sign are are you?



world.



us.



you?



Reflexive pronouns



Dialogue: Comprehension [1 exercises] 1



You are on an exchange program between America and France. You arrive at JFK International Airport in New York. You hear: "Good morning!" Hello. Excuse me? Good afternoon! Yes, I have. I'm half French, half Italian. I hope they understand French! Can I put this in the trunk? I'm sorry, I don't!



2



I said: "Good morning!" Say "Good MORNING", it's morning now! Nice country! Dual nationality... That's interesting! Don't worry! Everything will be all right! Sure! Never mind.



2 2



Are you François? That's right. Yes, I am. Yes. Hello! Yes, she was sitting next to me. Good evening, Samuel. Which house is it? He's a friend from France. You can talk to her!
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Good! I was waiting for you! Good evening. This one on the right. I see.
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How are you? Fine, thanks. Great, and you? I'm a bit tired, but I'm all right. No, I'm an only child. I hope so too! This one is heavy! I'm French. You can talk to her!



4



Nice to meet you too! So am I! I am Mr. Timson! So do I! Good! Oh, is she? Yes, see you soon! That's not very long!



5 5 5



My pleasure!



7 6 6



Let me help you. Give me one of your bags. Thank you! No, it's all right. They're very light. No, I'm not. Yes. Hello! No, I'm an only child. I've just taken an intensive course. You can talk to her!



6



Not too lonely, I hope! Goodbye! Lots of English books, huh? Yes, I know that!



I'm Mr. Timson. Nice to meet you! I'm happy to see you! What did you say? I have one son and one daughter. Just one week. Of course! She's a very good friend! See you soon anyway! I'm leaving on Tuesday.



5



4 5 5



I'm just fine!



Aren't you? I'm getting all the names wrong! I was waiting for you! Not too lonely, I hope! Well done!



Are you sure? Oh, yes. This one is heavy! If you insist... Two weeks. Jenny, this is Samuel. Samuel, this is Jenny. I'm leaving on Tuesday. She's Vivian. I have one son and one daughter.
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Lots of English books, huh? Yes, let me take this suitcase. We'll see you again, then. Pleasure. That's not very long! So do I!
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7 7 7



7



This is the car. Let me open the door for you. Can I put this in the trunk? That's a nice car! I can't get in! I've just taken an intensive course. Yes, he should be here. No, I'm thirty-one! I'm half French, half Italian. Yes, I think I have.



8



Yes, I know that! You'll learn quickly! American from head to toe, yes!



13 13 13



Nice girl. I'll wait for him, then. We'll see you again, then.



You didn't say in your letter: do you have any brothers or sisters? I just have a twin brother. Yes, I have 3 sisters. No, I'm an only child. I'm a bit tired, but I'm all right. She'll tell you! Yes, I turned nineteen last week! How stupid of me... I forgot your name! Good evening, Samuel.



10



8 8 8



Now, tell me about yourself! What would you like to know? I'm French. I don't speak English very well... Yes. Are you American? That's right. She's Mr. Timson's daughter, Jenny. Yes, he should be here. Two weeks.



9



Sure! It's a French car! Oh no, the door is jammed again! Well done! I'll wait for him, then. You're still young! Dual nationality... That's interesting! Where?



11 Not too lonely, I hope! Okay. I'm Samuel. Good evening.



Do you have any children? I have one son and one daughter. No, and I'm not married. Yes, I have five. But they're not all mine! I can't get in! It's not me! The hostess, I think. Thank you! Yes, she was sitting next to me.
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So do I!



11



That makes a big family! Oh no, the door is jammed again! Sorry about that! My pleasure!
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I'm not sure I have the right spelling of your last name. It's L, A, N, G. I'll write it down for you. What's "last name"? She's Vivian. She's Mr. Timson's daughter, Jenny. I don't know him. I'm leaving on Tuesday. That's nice!



12



12 12 12



Nice girl. That's not very long!



Have you always lived in France? No, I lived in Germany for five years. Yes, I have. Yes, but not always in the same town. How are you? How stupid of me... I forgot your name! I'm a bit tired, but I'm all right. She's Mr. Timson's daughter, Jenny. Yes. Hello!



13



Right. You have to pronounce it the French way too! Last name means your family name.



Then you must also speak German. Nice country! Oh! I'm fine, thank you. I'm Samuel.



14



Nice girl. I was waiting for you!



You're nineteen, aren't you? Yes, I turned nineteen last week! No, I'm thirty-one! I'll be nineteen next month. See you soon anyway! No, I'm an only child. How stupid of me... I forgot your name! He's always late! Just one week.
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You're still young! Yes, see you soon! Not too lonely, I hope! I'm Samuel. Is he? Good!
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Well, you'll meet lots of Americans here! That's nice! I'm looking forward to that! I hope they understand French! She's a friend of mine, also from France. Good afternoon! I can't get in! Yes, I think I have. What's "last name"?



15



Don't worry! Everything will be all right! Say "Good MORNING", it's morning now! Oh no, the door is jammed again! Where? Last name means your family name.



This is the house. Welcome to America! It looks nice! Which house is it? It's just like mine! Yes, I think we met this morning. No, I'm not. No, it's all right. No, I lived in Germany for five years. Can I put this in the trunk?



I'm glad you like it! This one on the right. Really? No, I'm sorry. I don't recognize you. Aren't you? I'm getting all the names wrong! Then you must also speak German. Sure!



Mystery Phrase [12 exercises] 1



Family name. last name



2



To give the letters of a word in their proper order. spell



3



The part of day between noon and sunset. afternoon



4



Reciprocal giving and receiving. exchange



5



Weary, fatigued. tired



6



Certain. sure
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15 15 15



7



A vehicle. car



8



To acquire knowledge. learn



9



Being without company. lonely



10



Sons and/or daughters. children



11



Awaiting with hope. looking forward to



12



Stuck, unable to move. jammed



Video and Questions [1 exercises] How many ways do you know how to say hello? Look at these friends greet each other. They arrive, smile, say hello, wave, kiss and hug each other. These young people have a very expressive body language. The number of kisses differs from country to country. In France, for example, it’s often two. If you give one or two extra, don’t worry, no one will tell you off. A kiss too many never did anybody any harm. Having a drink is a way of strengthening friendships. Again, body language has an important role. Look at this woman, for example, she’s leaning towards the man whom she seems to be attracted to. These people look like they get along well. Even if you’re expected, you can still surprise your friend. Put your hands over his eyes and say, 'Guess who?' The surprise is guaranteed. Especially if you’ve got very cold hands! Now, let’s see if you’re a gentleman . . . If you stand up to welcome the woman who arrives and offer her a seat, then your good manners will be noticed. You should not sit back down until the lady is comfortable. Now that everyone has arrived, toast to your old friendship. Cheers! If someone calls you in the street, you turn around and wave your hand. It’s one of your oldest friends. You are very happy to meet your old acquaintance again. It’s been a very long time since you’ve seen each other. How wonderful to find each other after so many years! You smile and relive all the memories you have in common. In the family, greetings are usually very happy. Even when the in-laws come to visit! The arrival of the grandparents is always a time for children to celebrate. They rush into grandma and grandpa’s arms, hoping they’ve brought presents and candy. Grandparents often give their grandchildren nicknames. This is a sign of affection. Children are very affectionate. They say hello by giving Eskimo kisses or rubbing cheeks. Fortunately, they don’t have the same social constraints as adults! They trust everybody. They are natural, spontaneous, run hand in hand and play ring-around-the-rosy. Adults, however, are less expressive: they shake hands. A firm and vigorous gesture says hello and a pat on the shoulder is a sign of friendship. Shaking hands for a long time means that a contract was signed, that the two people have come to an agreement or that a practical joker has put glue on his fingers! This gesture confirms the decision and isn’t solely reserved to men. It’s obvious that gestures say as much as words!
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What can we say about greetings? There is more than one way to greet someone. It is very important to exchange the right number of kisses. In some countries, people don't greet each other.



2



What is 'Guess who?' A game. A formal greeting. A common greeting.



3



Which of the following wouldn't a gentleman do? Asking a woman her age Standing up when a woman arrives Holding the door open for others



4



'Cheers' is an expression used... before drinking a toast. to greet somebody. to wish somebody a good trip.



5



An 'old friend' is... somebody you have known for a long time. a friend who is older than yourself. a friend who is more than 50 of 60 years old.



6



Which of the following is not a sign of friendliness? Telling somebody off Giving a present Giving somebody a nickname



7



Which of the following is not an example of body language? Offering a gift Shaking your fist Leaning towards someone



8



Who are most likely to receive a lukewarm welcome? In-laws Grandparents Children
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To 'tell somebody off' means... to criticize. to laugh at somebody. to thank somebody.



10



The difference between adults and children is that... adults are more restrained. only children have expressive body language. adults are more experienced at greeting others.



The Cocktail Party (18 activity (ies) 02:04:12) Keywords [16 word(s)] American at home British French friendly guest host to introduce (v.) Italian to listen to (v.) to look at sth to meet (v.) person see you soon to talk (v.) to wait for sb



Dialogue: Explore [1 exercises] 1



That evening, you are invited to a cocktail party. Someone comes to you and says: "Meet Samuel!" Good evening, Samuel. How are you? Hi, pleased to meet you!



2



Good evening. I'm fine, thank you. Hi!



2 3 4



Dual nationality... That's interesting! American from head to toe, yes!



3 4 4



Are you French? Yes, I am. I'm half French, half Italian. Yes. Are you American?
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3



Do I know you? Yes, I think we met this morning. No. I don't know you. I don't think so.



4



6 7 7



Pleasure. I'm Samuel.



8 7 7



What's her name? She's Vivian. Ask her! She'll tell you!



8



Nice girl.



Aren't you going to introduce us? Jenny, this is Samuel. Samuel, this is Jenny. How stupid of me... I forgot your name! You can talk to her!



7



5 5 5



I see. Oh, I thought he was.



And who's she? She's Mr. Timson's daughter, Jenny. She's a friend of mine, also from France. The hostess, I think.



6



4 4 4



Who's he? I don't know him. He's a friend from France. He's not with us.



5



No, I'm sorry. I don't recognize you. Well, now you do!



Okay, I will! Okay.



10 10 10



I haven't. Where? Neither have I.



10 9 10



Have you seen this person before? I can't remember. Yes, I think I have. No, never.
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9



Was she on the train with you? Yes, she was sitting next to me. No, she was here last year. Of course! She's a very good friend!



10



No, you are mistaken. It's not me!



That's a shame. I'll wait for him, then. Is he?



12 12 12



12 11



Well done! I said: "You speak pretty good English!"



14 14 13



Do you understand? I'm sorry, I don't! A little. Could you say that again, please?



14



11



Your English is pretty good, you know. Oh no, my English is very poor! I've just taken an intensive course. Excuse me?



13



Aren't you? I'm getting all the names wrong! I'm sorry. Sorry about that!



Isn't Alan coming? No, he's not. Yes, he should be here. He's always late!



12



10 10 10



Now, you must be Alan... No, I'm not.



11



You're right, I remember her now. Oh, is she?



Never mind. Yes, OK.



15 14 12



Good! We'll see you again, then. That's not very long!



15 15 15



How long are you staying? Just one week. Two weeks. I'm leaving on Tuesday.
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15



Well, I hope you'll have a nice stay! Thank you! I hope so too! See you soon anyway!



Bye! Goodbye! Yes, see you soon!



Word Pronunciation [16 word(s)] American at home British French friendly guest host to introduce Italian to listen to to look at sth to meet person see you soon to talk to wait for sb



Sentence Pronunciation [45 sentence(s)] Good evening, Samuel. How are you? Hi, pleased to meet you! Yes, I am. I'm half French, half Italian. Yes. Are you American? Yes, I think we met this morning. No. I don't know you. I don't think so. I don't know him. He's a friend from France. He's not with us. She's Mr. Timson's daughter, Jenny. She's a friend of mine, also from France. The hostess, I think. Jenny, this is Samuel. Samuel, this is Jenny. How stupid of me... I forgot your name! You can talk to her! She's Vivian. Ask her! She'll tell you! I can't remember. Yes, I think I have. No, never. Yes, she was sitting next to me. No, she was here last year. Of course! She's a very good friend!
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No, I'm not. No, you are mistaken. It's not me! No, he's not. Yes, he should be here. He's always late! Oh no, my English is very poor! I've just taken an intensive course. Excuse me? I'm sorry, I don't! A little. Could you say that again, please? Just one week. Two weeks. I'm leaving on Tuesday. Thank you! I hope so too! See you soon anyway!



Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [1 exercises] 1 a train a bus a plane a jet a truck a car



Dialogue: Expression [1 exercises] 1



That evening, you are invited to a cocktail party. Someone comes to you and says: "Meet Samuel!" Good evening, Samuel. How are you? Hi, pleased to meet you!



2



Good evening. I'm fine, thank you. Hi!



2 3 4



Dual nationality... That's interesting! American from head to toe, yes!



3 4 4



Are you French? Yes, I am. I'm half French, half Italian. Yes. Are you American?
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3



Do I know you? Yes, I think we met this morning. No. I don't know you. I don't think so.



4



6 7 7



Pleasure. I'm Samuel.



8 7 7



What's her name? She's Vivian. Ask her! She'll tell you!



8



Nice girl.



Aren't you going to introduce us? Jenny, this is Samuel. Samuel, this is Jenny. How stupid of me... I forgot your name! You can talk to her!



7



5 5 5



I see. Oh, I thought he was.



And who's she? She's Mr. Timson's daughter, Jenny. She's a friend of mine, also from France. The hostess, I think.



6



4 4 4



Who's he? I don't know him. He's a friend from France. He's not with us.



5



No, I'm sorry. I don't recognize you. Well, now you do!



Okay, I will! Okay.



10 10 10



I haven't. Where? Neither have I.



10 9 10



Have you seen this person before? I can't remember. Yes, I think I have. No, never.
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9



Was she on the train with you? Yes, she was sitting next to me. No, she was here last year. Of course! She's a very good friend!



10



No, you are mistaken. It's not me!



That's a shame. I'll wait for him, then. Is he?



12 12 12



12 11



Well done! I said: "You speak pretty good English!"



14 14 13



Do you understand? I'm sorry, I don't! A little. Could you say that again, please?



14



11



Your English is pretty good, you know. Oh no, my English is very poor! I've just taken an intensive course. Excuse me?



13



Aren't you? I'm getting all the names wrong! I'm sorry. Sorry about that!



Isn't Alan coming? No, he's not. Yes, he should be here. He's always late!



12



10 10 10



Now, you must be Alan... No, I'm not.



11



You're right, I remember her now. Oh, is she?



Never mind. Yes, OK.



15 14 12



Good! We'll see you again, then. That's not very long!



15 15 15



How long are you staying? Just one week. Two weeks. I'm leaving on Tuesday.
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Well, I hope you'll have a nice stay! Bye! Goodbye! Yes, see you soon!



Thank you! I hope so too! See you soon anyway!



The Right Word with speech recognition [1 exercises] 1



Good evening is said only at night. morning afternoon tidings for nothing looking



Word Association [2 exercises] 1



Match the words from the dialogue with their synonyms on the right. recognize put hear leave ask help live



2



identify place listen depart request assist reside



Match the words from the dialogue with their antonyms on the right. married left right late open long stupid



single right wrong early closed short smart



Phonetics Exercise [5 phoneme(s)]



z



is always years please was



d



good don't child understand pleased friend



I



bit insist Italian American stupid intensive little



i



meet week speak evening Jenny year
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he's happy heavy half him hostess her



Key grammar explanations [3 grammar point(s)] 1



The possessive



2



Demonstratives
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The future
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Grammar Practice [6 exercises] 1



Reformulate as in the example. Example: father (Jenny)



Jenny's father



wings (the plane)



the plane's wings



program (the university)



the university's program



pages (the books)



the books' pages



name (the Frenchman)



the Frenchman's name



car (Samuel)



Samuel's car



house (Regis)



Regis's house



The possessive



2



Reformulate as in the example. Example: father (Jenny)



Jenny's father



trunk (the car)



the car's trunk



children (the Timsons)



the Timsons' children



doors (the houses)



the houses' doors



cocktail party (Jenny)



Jenny's cocktail party



daughter (Mrs. Timson)



Mrs. Timson's daughter



plane (the boss)



the boss's plane



The possessive
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Conjugate as in the example. Example: she (meet)



she is meeting



you (hear)



you are hearing you're hearing



we (wait)



we are waiting we're waiting



David (help)



David is helping David's helping



Heather (insist)



Heather is insisting Heather's insisting



they (open)



they are opening they're opening



Mills and Mike (say)



Mills and Mike are saying



The verb 'to be' Contraction of 'to be' The present continuous The simple present and the present continuous



4



Conjugate as in the example. Example: she (meet)



she is meeting



Paula (tell)



Paula is telling Paula's telling



the Germans (turn)



the Germans are turning



I (speak)



I am speaking I'm speaking



he (think)



he is thinking he's thinking



you (understand)



you are understanding you're understanding



we (stay)



we are staying we're staying



The verb 'to be' Contraction of 'to be' The present continuous The simple present and the present continuous
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Conjugate as in the example. Example: I (be) Francine (go)



Francine will go



the train (have)



the train will have



they (wish)



they will wish they'll wish



I (come)



I will come I'll come



you (sit)



you will sit you'll sit



she (stay)



she will stay she'll stay



The future



6



I will be



Auxiliaries



Modal auxiliaries



Transitive and intransitive verbs



Conjugate as in the example. Example: I (be)



I will be



Jenny and Samuel (be)



Jenny and Samuel will be



we (meet)



we will meet we'll meet



he (recognize)



he will recognize he'll recognize



I (invite)



I will invite I'll invite



Mr. Timson (look)



Mr. Timson will look



you (have)



you will have you'll have



The future



Auxiliaries



Modal auxiliaries



Verbs with a reflexive or reciprocal meaning



Fill-in-the-Blanks [4 exercises] 1



Have you seen this person before? Yes, I think I have . Where? Was she on the train with you? No, she was here last year. You're right, I remember her now. Irregular verbs



Past interrogatives
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Do I know you? Yes, I think we met this morning. No, I'm sorry, I don't recognize you. Aren't you going to introduce us? How stupid of me... I forgot your name! Construction of the preterite



The negative form



3



Your English is pretty good, you know. I've just taken an intensive course. I'm not sure I have the right spelling of your name. Hi, pleased to meet you! I hope you'll have a nice stay.



4



That's a shame ! My pleasure ! Sorry about that! Never mind ! American from head to toe . Uncountable nouns which may take 'a'



Sentence Practice [3 exercises] 1



Make the following sentences plural. Example: That bag is heavy.



Those bags are heavy.



That plane is gray.



Those planes are gray. Those planes are gray.



This woman is tired.



These women are tired.



That book is great.



Those books are great.



Demonstratives
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Contraction of 'to be'
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Make the following sentences plural. Example: That bag is heavy.



Those bags are heavy.



This is the suitcase.



These are the suitcases.



This is my daughter.



These are my daughters.



That is my friend.



Those are my friends.



Demonstratives



3



The verb 'to be'



Contraction of 'to be'



Make the following sentences plural. Example: That bag is heavy.



Those bags are heavy.



That house is huge!



Those houses are huge! Those houses are huge.



Look at that car!



Look at those cars! Look at those cars.



This Frenchman is nice.



These Frenchmen are nice. These Frenchmen are nice!



Demonstratives



The verb 'to be'



Contraction of 'to be'



Dictation [2 exercises] 1



1 2 3 4 5



Here we are. You may get in and sit down. I'll put your bags in the trunk for you. You have a really nice car. It's pretty old but it works just fine. It looks like an Italian car. 'Here' - 'There'



2



1 2 3 4 5



Modal auxiliaries



How old are you? Twenty, my birthday was last month. You'll meet lots of Americans here! I hope they'll understand me when I speak English. Don't worry, everything will be fine. 'How' + adjective or adverb Subject pronouns 'Here' - 'There' Relative pronouns and adverbs The negative imperative
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Word Order with speech recognition [11 exercises] 1



no problem, what no problem, what are



2



I know you; have we met somewhere I know you; have we met somewhere before?



3



Americans Americans



are friends friends for?



for?



love to say, 'have a nice love to say, have a nice day!



before?



day!'



Nationalities: capital letters



4



French French



is spoken in France. is spoken in France.



Nationalities: capital letters



5



you can learn a language well by taking an intensive you can learn a language well by taking an intensive course



course



The notion of means



6



cocktail parties are excellent for making new cocktail parties are excellent for making new friends.



friends.



Infinitive clauses



7



Some people aren't good at remembering Some people aren't good at remembering names



names



The negative form



8



he was elegantly dressed from head to he was elegantly dressed from head to toe.



9



hey beautiful, haven't hey beautiful, haven't we



toe.



we met somewhere before? met somewhere before?



Auxiliaries
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the President was introduced to the British Prime the President was introduced to the British Prime Minister



11



a good hostess makes her guests feel a good hostess makes her guests feel at home



at



Minister.



home



Dialogue: Comprehension [1 exercises] 1



That evening, you are invited to a cocktail party. Someone comes to you and says: "Meet Samuel!" Good evening, Samuel. How are you? Hi, pleased to meet you! What's "last name"? They're very light. This one is heavy! You can talk to her! I'm leaving on Tuesday.



2



2 3 4



Lots of English books, huh? That's not very long!



Are you French? Yes, I am. I'm half French, half Italian. Yes. Are you American? No, never. Yes, I have five. But they're not all mine! Yes, I have 3 sisters. I hope so too! She'll tell you!



3



Good evening. I'm fine, thank you. Hi! Last name means your family name.



Dual nationality... That's interesting! American from head to toe, yes! Neither have I. That makes a big family!



3 4 4



Goodbye! Okay.



Do I know you? Yes, I think we met this morning. No. I don't know you. I don't think so. You can talk to her! It's not me! No, never. Which house is it? No, I'm an only child.
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No, I'm sorry. I don't recognize you. Well, now you do!



Sorry about that! Neither have I. This one on the right. Not too lonely, I hope!
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4 4 4



4



Who's he? I don't know him. He's a friend from France. He's not with us. Yes, but not always in the same town. Yes, I am. No, she was here last year. A little. This one is heavy!



5



Lots of English books, huh?



Nice girl.



6 7 7



I'll wait for him, then. Never mind. Is he?



Aren't you going to introduce us? Jenny, this is Samuel. Samuel, this is Jenny. How stupid of me... I forgot your name! You can talk to her! What's "last name"? It's L, A, N, G. I'm half French, half Italian. Yes, I have five. But they're not all mine! Two weeks.



7



5 5 5



And who's she? She's Mr. Timson's daughter, Jenny. She's a friend of mine, also from France. The hostess, I think. Yes, he should be here. I'm sorry, I don't! I'll be nineteen next month. He's always late! That's right.



6



I see. Oh, I thought he was. Oh! Good! You're right, I remember her now.



Pleasure. I'm Samuel.



8 7 7



Last name means your family name. Right. Dual nationality... That's interesting! That makes a big family! We'll see you again, then.



What's her name? She's Vivian. Ask her! She'll tell you! It's not me! Thank you! I don't think so. No, I'm thirty-one! Just one week.
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Okay, I will! Okay. Sorry about that! Bye! You're still young! Good!
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8



Have you seen this person before? I can't remember. Yes, I think I have. No, never. It looks nice! No, I'm thirty-one! Two weeks. Yes, I turned nineteen last week! I'm leaving on Tuesday.



9



10 9 10



That's not very long!



Was she on the train with you? Yes, she was sitting next to me. No, she was here last year. Of course! She's a very good friend! I just have a twin brother. You can talk to her! Great, and you? What's "last name"? No, and I'm not married.



10



I haven't. Where? Neither have I. I'm glad you like it! You're still young! We'll see you again, then.



You're right, I remember her now. Oh, is she?



10 10 10



I'm just fine! Last name means your family name.



Now, you must be Alan... No, I'm not. No, you are mistaken. It's not me! Yes, I have. No, I lived in Germany for five years. That's a nice car! She'll tell you! I'm French.
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Aren't you? I'm getting all the names wrong! I'm sorry. Sorry about that! Nice country! Then you must also speak German. It's a French car! Okay. Yes, I know that!
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11



Isn't Alan coming? No, he's not. Yes, he should be here. He's always late! What's "last name"? Thank you! Just one week. No, I'm an only child. Two weeks.



12



12 12 12



Your English is pretty good, you know. Oh no, my English is very poor! I've just taken an intensive course. Excuse me? Yes, I am. Yes. Hello! Of course! She's a very good friend! Yes. Are you American? Which house is it?



13



That's a shame. I'll wait for him, then. Is he? Last name means your family name. Bye! Good! Not too lonely, I hope! We'll see you again, then.



Well done! I said: "You speak pretty good English!"



14 14 13



I was waiting for you! Oh, is she? American from head to toe, yes! This one on the right.



Do you understand? I'm sorry, I don't! A little. Could you say that again, please? It's just like mine! If you insist... It's not me! I hope they understand French! It's L, A, N, G.
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Never mind. Yes, OK. Really? Yes, let me take this suitcase. Sorry about that! Don't worry! Everything will be all right! Right.
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14



How long are you staying? Just one week. Two weeks. I'm leaving on Tuesday. He's a friend from France. Oh, yes. Good afternoon! What's "last name"? Of course! She's a very good friend!



15



Good! We'll see you again, then. That's not very long! I see. Say "Good MORNING", it's morning now! Last name means your family name. Oh, is she?



Well, I hope you'll have a nice stay! Thank you! I hope so too! See you soon anyway! I'm a bit tired, but I'm all right. No. I don't know you. Yes, I turned nineteen last week! No, you are mistaken. Yes. Are you American?



Bye! Goodbye! Yes, see you soon! Well, now you do! I'm sorry. American from head to toe, yes!



Mystery Phrase [9 exercises] 1



To maintain an idea, persist. insist



2



A social gathering. party



3



To present. introduce



4



Embarrassment. shame



5



Highly concentrated. intensive



6



Get the meaning of. understand



7



Woman who receives guests, especially in her home. hostess
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8



Double. dual



9



Shame. pity
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